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The divinely inspired Battle Ready Prayer CD has encouraged, inspired and uplifted people all over the world. This impactful prayer touches on critical areas of ones life: how to treat
others, walking in love and forgiveness, wisdom regarding marriage and single relationships, rearing children, knowing who you are in Christ and living a Godly lifestyle. God has truly
used this anointed prayer to bless His people.
Tap into the tremendous power of prayer When trouble happens̶whether in the world or in our personal lives̶we want to be able to help and to know we are making a positive
difference. In her role as television producer of A Time of Intercession, Kimberly Ray has received thousands of prayer requests and has seen them answered time after time. In Spiritual
Intervention she shows you how to launch a successful prayer intercession̶especially during trouble or crisis. With extensive personal experience interceding and praying through issues,
she will help you find breakthrough for yourself or your loved ones in areas such as: · Financial struggles · Physical and mental illness · Alcoholism and addiction · Broken relationships
There is no hopeless case. We serve an all-powerful God, and He can do the impossible. We can stage an intervention̶a spiritual intervention̶and bombard heaven for those in trouble.
DIVDIVBeat the devil at his own game and wage warfare with confidence!/div/div
When you have a specific issue in your life, you need a specific strategy. We all have things in our past that can derail our futures if we don t learn how to overcome them. Strongholds
and emotional attachments we allow in our lives̶passed down to us from the culture, our education, and even our families̶that can keep us going in circles. In her powerful style, Cindy
Trimm identifies the spiritual setbacks we experience and provides practical biblically based techniques and strategies for securing your breakthrough. There is a spiritual war going on for
your future. The Rules of Engagement for Overcoming Your Past is a manual to help you effectively wage every battle. Using the authority you have been given by God, you can break free
from... · Guilt · Rejection · Abuse · Betrayal · Isolation, and more!
A Training Manual for Militant Intercession
The 40 Day Soul Fast
The Art of Strategic Prayer and Spiritual Warfare
The Art of War for Spiritual Battle
Prayers for Defeating Demons and Overthrowing the Powers of Darkness
Goodbye, Yesterday!

Treatise on religious fasting, with many graphic illustrations and diagrams and 100 reasons why we should fast. This book, which
provided detailed information on the methods and benefits of fasting, was an immediate success and brought the author considerable
fame. According to him, all of the major evangelists began following his fasting regime and miracles erupted everywhere. Many
observers of the early revival years agreed, as one said, "Every one of these men down through the years followed Franklin Hall's
method of fasting."
Best-selling author Cindy Trimm's new release will empower people to walk in the fullness of what God wants for them by helping
them take charge of their day. In Commanding Your Morning Cindy Trimm helps readers achieve victory over their circumstances
through spoken declarations that activate God's power. The Commanding Your Morning Daily Devotional makes that message even more
practical by giving them daily teaching, scriptures, and declarations that will empower them to start every day off right. Cindy
writes in Commanding Your Morning that what begins with God has to end right. Anyone wanting a successful day will benefit from
this practical devotional.
Get ready to experience the best 40 days of your life! 40 Days to Discovering the Real You: Learning to Live Authentically is an
eight-week study of the life of the soul, the practice of fasting, and the process of living more authentically. It is a
transformational expedition that will lead you on an inward journey to greater health, happiness, and success as you learn to live
from the inside out—as we are told by Jesus in the book of Matthew: “Ignite the kingdom life within you, a fire within you . . .
changing you from the inside out . . . make a clean sweep of your lives” (Matthew 3:11). When all is well with the souls of
humanity, all will be well in the world. When you have peace in your soul, you will bring that peace to bear on the world around
you—you will become the change you are hoping to see. Churches, organizations, small groups, and families are encouraged to travel
together on this 40-day journey to greater mental, emotional, and spiritual health. If everyone who picks up this book takes it
upon him or herself to encourage others to participate, we would create an unstoppable movement! You may think that one healed
soul cannot heal the world, but it can.Join the Soul Fast Movement by going to www.soulfast.com. There you will find soulPage 1/8
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empowering resources and tools to not only transform your life, but the world! 40 Days to Discovering the Real You promises to
bring the best out of you so that you can impact your world for good. Have the courage to follow your heart! Step out and engage
with your authentic self—it will be the best 40 days of your life!
Based on a regular, favorite feature of Joel Osteen's sermons, I DECLARE helps readers claim God's blessings for their lives.
Broken into thirty-one segments, this book defines the most powerful blessings in Scripture and encourages readers to declare one
each day for a month. The declarations will affirm God's blessings in the area of health, family legacy, decisions, finances,
thoughts, outlook, and overcoming obstacles.
Prayers That Bring Healing
Your Journey to a Richer Life
Prayers That Rout Demons
Discover Your Strength in Hard Places
Your Journey to Authentic Living
Hello, Tomorrow!
The Rules of Engagement for Overcoming Your Past
Your Words Have Power DIVIf you want your life to change, it all starts with what you think and say. In her authoritative,
declarative style, Cindy Trimm helps you achieve victory over your circumstances through spoken declarations that activate God’s
power.You will put meaning and purpose back into your life when you positively direct your thoughts, words, and actions toward the
realization of your goals. Begin each day by commanding your morning. As you do, know that whatever begins with God and His
principles, has to end right./div
In her authoritative, declarative style, Cindy Trimm helps you achieve victory over your circumstances through spoken declarations
that activate God's power.
Find the good news that brings hope and spiritual renewal. We live in a world full of bad news. The media recounts stories of
natural disasters, violence, and conflict. In the midst of all this heartbreak, we can’t lose sight of the fact that God has given
us good news. We call it the gospel. It reminds us that God loves us and longs to redeem our suffering. He stepped out of eternity
and into time to send us His one and only Son. The gospel truths shared with the early church at Rome echo into our day, reminding
us that we still have good news to embrace personally and to share with others. In this six-week study of the Book of Romans, we
will be highlighting significant concepts regarding the good news about faith, grace, daily life, God’s plan, relationships, and
eternity. Whatever bad news we may receive, in Romans we will find good news to encourage and transform us. Join Melissa in taking
a posture of listening and learning as we approach this powerful book packed with good news. Let’s ask God to do a mighty work in
and through us as we study so that we might be inspired with a spiritual renewal that spreads to those around us! Bible Study
Features: A six-week study of the Book of Romans. Encourages women with the good news of the gospel, regardless of what bad news
they are facing. Women will be inspired with a spiritual renewal that spreads to those around them. Study offers different levels
of commitment for women in every season of life. Strong, solid Scripture study from popular Bible teacher Melissa Spoelstra. "All
too often, God's Word can seem intimidating and hard to understand even, especially with books like Romans. In this study Melissa
helps us take in the truths of Romans in a way that makes a difference in our lives today. Getting beyond the surface of reading
God’s Word for feel-good feelings, Melissa helps us read to know God better and, as a result, build godly confidence that will
stand no matter what may come in our lives." —Lynn Cowell, Author of Make Your Move and Brave Beauty, and Proverbs 31 Ministries
speaker and writer In a bad-news world, how deeply we need to bathe our hearts afresh in the good news of the Gospel! Melissa’s
beautiful study on Romans makes room for an invigorating encounter. Her teaching and insight caused the words to leap off the
page, leaving me more deeply enthralled with this important book of God’s great narrative. —Allison Allen, Speaker and Author of
Shine and Thirsty for More: Discovering God’s Unexpected Blessings in a Desert Season Other components for the Bible study,
available separately, include a Leader Guide, DVD, and boxed Leader Kit (an all-inclusive box containing one copy of each of the
Bible study’s components).
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The Spiritual Warfare Bible is designed to help you use the Bible to access the power of the Holy Spirit against demonic
strongholds and activity. With engaging study materials from Christian leaders and best-selling authors, this Spiritual Warfare
Bible is perfect for both individual study and small groups. Features include: Spiritual Warfare Declarations--More than 250 onesentence declarations and prayers that affirm your determination to confront Satan with the Holy Spirit’s help Spiritual Warfare
Basics--216 tips for effective spiritual warfare Lessons From God’s Warriors--Character profiles of Old and New Testament people
who were equipped and anointed by the Holy Spirit for engaging the enemy in spiritual warfare Spiritual Warfare Prayers--Scripturebased prayers on topics you can use when facing your spiritual battles Sharpening Your Sword Interactive Study
Elements--Interactive studies for deeper reflection on what the Word of God says about spiritual warfare Preparing for Spiritual
Warfare Articles--Deeper teaching on spiritual warfare and an article for each book of the Bible that covers a specific element of
spiritual warfare in that book
Essential Tactics and Strategies for Spiritual Warfare
Topical Biblical Declarations That Will Transform Your Life
Powerful Insights for Breakthrough Prayers
Prayers That Rout Demons & Break Curses
Binding the Strongman
Unleash the Power of God in Your Life
The Prosperous Soul
Get ready to Experience the best 40 days of your life! **Ebook version does not include DVD** The 40 Day Soul Fast Leader’s Guide: Your Journey To Authentic Living is an eight-week study
of the life of the soul, the practice of fasting, and the process of living more authentically. It includes 8 weekly teachings on DVD, leader’s guidelines, & additional resources for establishing &
facilitating groups. Churches, organizations, small groups, and families are encouraged to travel together on this 40-day journey to greater mental, emotional, and spiritual health. It is a
transformational expedition that will lead you on an inward journey to greater health, happiness, and success as you learn to live from the inside out. If everyone who picks up this book takes it
upon him or herself to encourage others to participate, we would create an unstoppable movement! You may think that one healed soul cannot heal the world, but it can.
Commanding Your MorningUnleash the Power of God in Your LifeCharisma Media
This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers fail-proof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations; ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth, Profitable
sales, Divine favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court, Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares, Success in Ministry, Breaking
Curses, Divine Healing leading to Divine health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more. Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under satanic
harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it right could make a difference between who sinks or swims in the river of life. Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your
own copy! Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer for Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style. Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points.
"The Prayer Warrior's Way" shows readers that God created people so He would have someone with whom He could communicate and share life.
And You Shall Decree a Thing
The Power of the Decree
When Kingdoms Clash
Battle Ready Prayer
Spiritual Warfare Bible
Spiritual Intervention
Breaking Free From Guilt, Rejection, Abuse, and Betrayal

Helps develop the staying power and endurance to see the plans God has given people through to the end, and gives them the character and confidence to
find joy in even the toughest of struggles.
Learn How to Prosper in Every Area of Your Life!I came so they can have real and eternal life,more and better life than they ever dreamed of.—Jesus
Prosperity begins from within. You were created to enjoy prosperity on every level— from a rich spiritual and intellectual life, to a richness in your
relationships and professional pursuits! The problem is that prosperity has often been reduced to a single measure: A dollar amount. Truth is, financial
abundance is just one expression of what it means to live a rich life. Bestselling author and life empowerment specialist, Dr. Cindy Trimm, makes it clear
that the abundant life described by Jesus is not only for everyone, but is available at any time. Abundance is a choice! The secret lies within your soul. Get
ready to... Make daily choices that position you to fulfill your dreams Embrace prosperity in every area of your life: Spiritually, mentally, physically,
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relationally, vocationally, and financially. Discover the 40 key practices for living your most prosperous life A prosperous soul is your all-access pass to
living a rich life. As your soul prospers,every area of your life will follow suit. Why wait? Start prospering today!
Landmark Text Now Revised and Updated for a New Generation Practical, personal, biblical, and motivational, this bestselling book has been a go-to,
definitive guide to intercessory prayer for years. Fully revised and updated, with an in-depth study guide, the fourth edition of this classic text offers new
and vital insights on prayer and spiritual warfare. With compassion, strategic thinking, encouragement, and time-tested advice, international prayer
leader Cindy Jacobs equips you to be an effective prayer warrior, covering essential topics and answering questions such as: · What is the purpose of
intercession? · How do you know someone needs your prayers? · How do you pray? · Do your prayers really battle the enemy and thwart his plans? · What
are the "gates" of the enemy? · And more! Whether you are a beginner or an expert intercessor, this training manual has everything you need to pray
effectively--and possess the gates of the enemy.
Are you tired of spiritual highs and lows? Weary of the devil?s attacks? You don?t have to walk in emotional or circumstantial defeat for a single moment if
you maintain a fervent spirit. That?s because a fervent spirit is a defense against the devil. In Fervent Faith, Jennifer equips you to: ? Maintain a fervent
spirit at all times ? Receive a fresh anointing from the Lord ? Get prayer answers in the face of spiritual warfare ? Wield your secret weapon against the
enemy ? Walk in intimate fellowship with God ? And much more!
Watch and Pray
The Transformational Power of Vision
New King James Version
Releasing the Authority of God's Word through Declaration
Commanding Your Morning Daily Devotional
31 Promises to Speak Over Your Life
Prevail
Your problems dont define you; they refine you. Sometimes life feels like a roller coaster ride filled with ups, downs, twists, turns, and unexpected sudden drops. Instead of
moving forward with peace and purpose, our lives spin out of control. When chaos and uncertainty threaten to make you feel helpless . . . what do you do? Dont let lifes detours
take you for a ride. Get back in the drivers seat! In Prevail, life strategist, Dr. Cindy Trimm, reveals how you can turn problems into opportunities so no pitfall will throw you off
course. Discover how you can: See your current challenges asdoorways to new levels of success Break through barriers that keep you from enjoying life and loving the real you
Develop a winning perspective that positions you to prosper Wake up every morning with a sense of meaning, purpose, dignity, and hope Your success, fulfillment, satisfaction,
and destiny await you on the other side of your struggles, fears, setbacks, and disappointments. In the same way that a diamond is brought to beauty through immense stress,
your true strength of character, worth, and value are found by embracing the prospering power inherent in your problems. You are tougher than your tough times.
The Anatomy of Intercession will look at the lives of great intercessors, from Abraham and Moses to John “Praying” Hyde, Rees Howells, and John G. Lake, to glean from their
lives and teachings insights and principles about the importance and impact of intercessory prayer from a practical perspective.
Your Breakthrough Is Only a PUSH Away Today’s world knows little about perseverance. This is why so few people become innovators, entrepreneurs, and world-changers.
Success is bypassed, not due to a lack of opportunity, but because we don’t know how to maximize the opportunities in front of us and PUSH - persevere until success happens.
In her encouraging and dynamic style, Dr. Cindy Trimm inspires you to go for it. It is one thing to read about the lives of great achievers—it is another thing to join their ranks.
Learn how to: • Carry your dreams, visions, and goals “full term” and to complete fulfillment • Exercise the power of faith to overcome the impossible and release God’s
supernatural purposes into your life • Resist the temptation to ‘cave’ under pressure and press on even when you don’t feel like it anymore • Empower others to fulfill their
divine destinies through co-laboring with them “If you dare to believe that God has something great in store for you to do, to accomplish, or to achieve, you must be prepared to
persevere in spite of your hardship, setbacks, and challenges in order to realize your dreams and accomplish your goals. This book is written to give you that extra push.”
—Cindy Trimm
Job 22:28 states, "Thou shalt also decree a thing and it shall be established unto thee and the light shall shine upon thy ways." This scripture is a powerful attestment to the
power of spoken words, When we decree and declare according to God's Word, we are operating in our dominion authority and activating our power to establish God's will in the
earth. This book reveals the importance of applying the biblical concept of decreeing and declaring to every area of our lives. God is constantly perfecting those things
concerning us, however we have a part to play in this process. One of our major responsibilities, as people of faith, is to stand uncompromisingly upon God's word. No matter
what we are faced with, we must say the same thing that God says about our situations. This book is designed to provide easy access to biblical declarations that can be utilized
to speak life and truth over particular areas and situations that we face on a daily basis. When we are diligent to speak God's promises and not our problems, we will see the dark
places of our lives illuminated. This book highlights the foundational truths found in the Bible and challenges us to Decide, Decree, and Declare according to its Holy Spiritinspired instructions. Doing so allows the light of the Word to shine upon our ways!
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40 Powerful Declarations That Release God's Abundance in Your Body, Soul, and Spirit
Fervent Faith
Understanding the Eight Prayer Watches
Persevere Until Success Happens Through Prayer
I Decree and Declare: I Walk in Abundant Life
Possessing the Gates of the Enemy
Commanding Your Morning
This book contains powerful warfare prayers and decrees taken from Scripture that will break the powers of darkness and release the blessings and favor of God.
Eckhardt shares the message that it is God's will for Christians to live a full, healthy, disease-free life. This means that there is no sickness, disease, or infirmity God can't or won't heal--nothing too hard
for God.
You shall decree a thing and it shall be established! God created the universe by speaking it into existence. Crafted in the image of your Maker, your words possess a similar creative power. When you
declare the words of God with His authority, your words will shape reality. Dr. Cindy Trimm is an international, catalytic leader who has revolutionized the Christian world with her dynamic teaching on
decreeing and declaring the Word of God. In brief, power-packaged segments, she offers teaching on how to decree and declare the abundance of God over 40 strategic areas of your everyday life.
These include declarations, confessions and prayers for releasing the fullness of God over your: Spirit, through prayer, meditation, and fasting. Mind, through creativity, study, and growing in wisdom.
Relationships, through forgiveness and agreement. Body, through self-control, healthy living, and rest. Job and workplace, through purpose, diligence, and good work. And many more! Start decreeing
God's Word over your spirit, soul, and body, and enjoy the fullness of life that Jesus has made available!
This bonded leather compendium combines the two best-selling books by John Eckhardt in the Spiritual Prayers series, Prayers That Rout Demons and Prayers That Break Curses. This is a powerful,
handy reference tool that enables the reader to access Scripture-based prayers and decrees to overcome demonic influence and opposition. This book includes warfare prayers for every circumstance,
including avoiding Satan's attack in the areas of finances, pride, rebellion, relationships, healing, and demonic bondages. With the resources in this book, readers will break the powers of darkness and
release the blessings and favor of God in their lives.
Power Principles about Praying for Others
Your 100 Day Prayer
Rules Of Engagement
PUSH
Prayer Rain
Transported by The Lion of Judah
The Prayer Warrior's Way

Please note: This is a companion version & not the original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 The power of the spoken word is beyond
our understanding. It is a spiritual mystery that has been hidden from us, but now it is being revealed so that God’s people can
be equipped for an unprecedented era of influence. #2 The universe begins with words and thoughts. Everything in the universe
revolves around these two elements. Your thoughts, intentions, and aspirations – whether they be secretly pondered in your heart
or openly declared as desires – mold and shape your personal universe into something that is either grand and beautiful or base
and hideous. #3 What you say matters greatly. Your thoughts provide the fuel for your words, and your words provide the fuel for
your world. It is important that you understand the meaning of what you are saying. #4 The law of cause and effect also works with
the law of attraction. It states that like attracts like, and your thoughts and words are transmitted like a shortwave radio
signal. They send messages out on a specific frequency and are transmitted back to you manifested as an experience or occurrence
in your life.
You can engage the enemy with confidence by using the authority you've been given by God. Author Dr. N. Cindy Trimm believes in
order to wage effective warfare, knowledge of the enemy is necessary. She has compiled this exhaustive resource to assist readers
in recognizing the particular entity encountered at any particular time. This second volume in The Rules of Engagement series
provides Christians with powerful yet practical tools to ensure victory in the battles they face. Readers will learn that the
kingdom of darkness is a counterfeit of the Kingdom of Heaven, with much the same structure. Using Scripture, Dr. Trimm describes
Satan's realm and its functionality. Readers will learn God's truth about principalities and powers and other demonic influences
so they can better engage the enemy. Now, just as Jesus promised, believers will plunder the kingdom of darkness because they
recognize the enemy and know how to fight
Prayer is an essential part of our daily life. Without prayer, we do not have the power to pursue God and carry out our divine
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destiny. Whenever we pray, there is a specific watch or interval of time connected to it. Each prayer watch is a time for us to
pray for our loved ones, our church, our government leaders, and for God's judgments and interception of Satan's diabolical plans.
In "Watch and Pray: Understanding the Eight Prayer Watches," you will learn the answers to the following questions: - Why is
prayer important? - What is a prayer watch? - What is a watchman? - What are the time intervals for each prayer watch? - What
spiritual activities are involved during the eight prayer watches? This book also provides journal pages for readers to record
their prayer requests, Scripture references, and prayer results. "Watch and Pray: Understanding the Eight Prayer Watches" will
encourage your to pray and to see your life change and access all that God has for you in Christ Jesus.
The spiritual exercise of making decrees finds its precedent in both Old and New Testaments--the practice means simply quoting
God's promises back to him, "reminding" him of what he has said. This kind of prayer is one of the most vital forms of
intercession. In fact, the practice of decreeing God's Word not only builds our faith but transforms our lives. In this powerful
and enlightening book, bestselling author and entrepreneur Patricia King helps readers grasp the power of inspired and finely
tuned prayer. King explains how to · find specific texts of Scripture for your need · counter problems with God's Word · speak
truth into reality · understand the difference between confessing the Word, proclaiming the Word, and decreeing the Word · and
more Join countless believers who love the Word of God and honor its authority through their prayers. Accept the challenge to pray
the words of Scripture boldly--in God's timing, for his will and purposes.
Learning to Live Authentically
The Transforming Power of Actively Waiting on God
Romans - Women's Bible Study Participant Workbook
Activating the 12 Laws of Boundary-defying Faith
I Declare
Summary of Cindy Trimm's Commanding Your Morning
Discover How a Fervent Spirit Is a Defense Against the Devil
This new book by best-selling author Cindy Trimm, The Art of War for Spiritual Battle will become the “go-to” manual for preparing
Christians to have victory in today’s spiritual battles with the enemy through strategic spiritual warfare and powerful
intercessory prayer.
"Let's put aside any false humility or pride," author John Snyder says, "and come before God with boldness, asking for the moon."
He reminds us that the Bible says we are to ask and then ask again. Over and over. Day in. Day out. When the need is so great, so
seemingly impossible that only God's direct intervention will ever bring it about, it takes a different kind of prayer. Your 100
Day Prayer is designed to take you straight to the heart and will of God by seeking him for a specific need. This book includes: A
dedicated page to express your need before God on the day you start your 100 day of prayer, 100 entries to help you focus your
prayer through the truth of God's Word and character, Leading prayers to give you a jump start, Writing space to capture your
conversations with the Father and the spiritual transformation you experience day by day, and A concluding page to memorialize how
God answered your prayer and transformed you through the process. Your 100 Day Prayer will help you access the power of sustained
petitioning prayer. You will find advice and encouragement for pleading one specific need. And you will discover that God does
respond. A powerful witness to the place of prayer in the Christian life with a user friendly daily discipline to introduce you to
it. Highly recommended. —Thomas W. Gillespie, President Emeritus, Princeton Theological Seminary, New Jersey The concept of Your
100 Days of Prayer is inspired, and can only accomplish great things for our nation and the Kingdom of God if we'll all cooperate
and implement it. The Lord is waiting to see if we have the courage and the desire. He is able. —Pat Boone, singer, actor,
producer, author, and motivational speaker Conversing with our Father in prayer is critical to spiritual growth. In Your 100 Day
Prayer, John Snyder provides very practical and diverse meditations that will most certainly enhance the reader’s prayer life and
set the tone for daily living that is focused on God. —Rick Dempsey, Sr. Vice President, The Walt Disney Studios In today's
Internet age of instant gratification, it's all too easy for Christians to "want it now" and expect the Lord to instantly honor
Matthew 7:7: "Ask and it will be given to you . . ." John Snyder's excellent book provides a beautiful pathway to journal our 100
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days of focused prayer as we are transformed in the process. —David Pack, Saddleback Church/ Orange County, Calif. Grammy winning
Recording Artist & Music Producer In this 100 day pilgrimage, Dr. Snyder has woven four great Christian traditions together—daily
scripture reading, devotional insight, prayer, and journaling. You cannot practice these disciplines faithfully and emerge
unchanged. I think that you will find when the journey has ended, that God has been your guide and your destination.” —Dr. Ed
Ewart, MOO Church, Mission Viejo, CA If you already enjoy a daily, satisfying prayer life, don't read this book. But if you're
looking for something to stimulate you to become more faithful and systematic, John Snyder's Your 100 Day Prayer offers you an
opportunity to focus on talking to God daily and making it an ongoing habit. —Cecil Murphey, author or co-author of more than 100
books including 90 Minutes in Heaven and Gifted Hands: The Ben Carson Story John Snyder has taken a chapter out of his own life
and made it available to all of us...Your 100 Day Prayer is an incredibly practical and powerful tool for any individual or family
who desires to develop and strengthen their prayer life. —Matt Kees, Director, Christian Musician Summit conferences, and Music
Producer
What's the Secret of Prayer? Prayer. We all know it should be a bigger part of our life. But few feel they have mastered prayer
(if that is possible) and all of us feel we could benefit from clear, practical guidance about how to pray with more power, more
passion--and just to pray more! To help everyone from beginner to seasoned intercessor, Becoming a Prayer Warrior provides a
complete guide to the essentials of powerful prayer. From the basics to inspiring stories of world-changing prayer, Elizabeth
Alves guides you in a fresh look at the incredible mystery of prayer and the benefits that prayer can bring. Move beyond the idea
of prayer as a ritual or duty and learn how to truly communicate with God and experience His power and joy as never before.
FROM THE BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF THE PRAYER WARRIOR'S WAY; THE ART OF WAR FOR SPIRITUAL BATTLE; HELLO, TOMORROW!; AND COMMANDING
YOUR MORNING SELLING MORE THAN ONE MILLION COPIES COMBINED. Your yesterday does not define your tomorrow. This book will set you
free from the past, change the way you see yourself, and push you to pursue your future and all that God has for you. Each of us
is born with a seed of greatness, but in many of us, it never grows to maturity because we don't realize our full potential. We
continue to live day-to-day based on the failures, defeatist attitude, and purposelessness of the past rather than acknowledging
that we were created for more. Using insights gained from the Book of Genesis, Goodbye, Yesterday! teaches readers the 12
principles of faith they need to be set free from the past, change the way they see themselves, and move fully into all that God
has for them to do and to be. It enables readers to renegotiate their future, redefine their destiny, reestablish their dominion
in a world of chaos, and realize their full potential as God's representatives on the earth. This book will help readers move
beyond the self-defeating behaviors and mind-sets of the past and embrace the "awesome" person God designed them to be! Also
Available in Spanish ISBN: 978-1-62999-271-6 OTHER BOOKS BY CINDY TRIMM: Hello, Tomorrow! (2018) ISBN: 978-1629995496 The Rules of
Engagement for Overcoming Your Past (2014) ISBN: 978-1621362333 'Til Heaven Invades Earth (2013) ISBN: 978-1621362906
40 Days to Discovering the Real You
'Til Heaven Invades Earth
Atomic Power with God, Through Fasting and Prayer
Becoming a Prayer Warrior
Good News that Changes Everything
The 40 Day Soul Fast Leader's Guide
This book will help me craft my future by teaching me to make declarations from God’s Word that will set in motion His plan for my life and motivate me to believe
good things from a good God so I can fulfill my destiny.
Get ready to experience the best 40 days of your life! The 40 Day Soul Fast: Your Journey To Authentic Living is an eight-week study of the life of the soul, the
practice of fasting, and the process of living more authentically. It is a transformational expedition that will lead you on an inward journey to greater health,
happiness, and success as you learn to live from the inside out—as we are told by Jesus in the book of Matthew: “Ignite the kingdom life within you, a fire within
you . . . changing you from the inside out . . . make a clean sweep of your lives” (Matthew 3:11). When all is well with the souls of humanity, all will be well in the
world. When you have peace in your soul, you will bring that peace to bear on the world around you—you will become the change you are hoping to see. Churches,
organizations, small groups, and families are encouraged to travel together on this 40-day journey to greater mental, emotional, and spiritual health. If everyone
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who picks up this book takes it upon him or herself to encourage others to participate, we would create an unstoppable movement! You may think that one healed
soul cannot heal the world, but it can.Join the Soul Fast Movement by going to www.soulfast.com. There you will find soul-empowering resources and tools to not
only transform your life, but the world! The 40 Day Soul Fast promises to bring the best out of you so that you can impact your world for good. Have the courage to
follow your heart! Step out and engage with your authentic self—it will be the best 40 days of your life!
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